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Abstract
Drop impact onto rough and porous surfaces is found in manifold applications such as ink jet printing and irriga-
tion. An experimental work is carried out in order to classify different splashing outcomes of water and isopropanol
droplets impacting onto various structured and unstructured rough and porous surfaces. The roughness of the sur-
faces is characterized with internationally standardized horizontal and vertical statistical roughness parameters. An
empirical relationship is developed to describe the splashing threshold on rough surfaces. Further differences in
the splashing threshold of porous surfaces are presented.

Introduction
Manifold applications show the importance of drop impact onto solid surfaces. These reach from irrigation

and pesticide spraying in agriculture and rain impacting on weather proof clothing to ink jet printing and high
speed impact of water droplets in the last stages steam turbines.

Drop impact onto solid surfaces is studied since the late 19th century [1]. A classification of different impact
outcomes is given in [2]. After the droplet hits the surface a thin liquid lamella starts to propagate along the
surface. Depending on roughness of the surface, the liquid properties, drop diameter and impact velocity the
advancing lamella may be disturbed leading to fragmentation of the droplet in some cases, denoted as splash. The
splashing threshold, above which the drop splashes, is described as a combination of the Reynolds and Weber
numbers. One of the most known splash parameters is the K number (K = We1/2Re1/4). Detailed studies on the
effects of liquid properties, such as surface tension and viscosity are given in [3, 4] and where an alternative splash
parameter is proposed.

The influence of surface roughness is addressed in [5, 6, 2]. So far often the average roughnessRa is scaled by
the drop diameter before impact D. Empirical equations to describe the splashing threshold, depending on Ra/D,
were proposed by [5, 7]. The threshold of [5] depends on the target material. No investigation on the splashing
threshold of porous surfaces has been conducted up to date. The presented paper compares the splashing threshold
of rough and porous targets. While Ra/D parameter as well as the K parameter were found to describe splashing
in this study insufficiently a new measure of roughness slope to describe the splashing threshold is introduced.

Materials and Methods
Drop impact has been studied experimentally with a high speed video system. A syringe equipped with a

commercial needle was used to produce a single droplet. After the drop detaches from the needle tip it is accelerated
by gravity, passes a light barrier to trigger the high speed camera, and impacts onto a target. By varying the drop
height different impact velocities were achieved. Used liquids were distilled water and isopropanol with drop size
of DH2O = 2.4 mm and Diso = 1.7 mm, respectively.

Six different target materials were used within the experiments (bronze, stainless steel, polyethylene, polyte-
trafluorethylene, glass and ceramic). Target properties varied in roughness, porosity and average pore diameter.
The roughness is characterized by roughness amplitude and wavelength parameters defined in DIN EN ISO 4287.
Rz is used to describe the maximum height of the profile and RSm is given by the mean width of the profile
elements.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows a sequence of images of a water droplet splashing during the lamella advance on a rough

unstructured polyethylene surface. The lamella is significantly disturbed by the roughness. Instabilities develop
in form of fingers when the lamella expands. In the last picture of the sequence it can be clearly seen that these
fingers detach from the surface and break up into a large number of secondary droplets. Similar break up of the
lamella was found for all investigated rough targets after detachment from the surface.
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Figure 1. Prompt splash of a distilled water drop on a unstructured rough polyethylene surface (drop diameter:
D = 2.4mm, impact velocity: u = 3.1m/s, Rz = 103µm, RSm = 0.43mm).

Figure 2. Weber number for the splashing threshold WeS vs. slope of the roughness elements Rz/RSm.

The degree of instability development is found to increase with increasing impact velocity and surface rough-
ness. While for low impact velocities the expanding liquid lamella can follow all surface perturbations without
being disturbed, the lamella detaches from the surface for higher impact velocities. This lamella detachement can
be described by taking the ratio of the vertical and the horizontal roughness measure Rz/RSm which is a dimen-
sionless measure of slope of the roughness elements. The droplet and fluid properties are summarised in the Weber
number before drop impact: We = (ρu2D)/σ, with ρ liquid density, u droplet velocity before impact and D
initial drop diameter. The Weber number for the splashing threshold is denoted by WeS . No significant effects of
liquid viscosity were found for the investigated liquids, because the lamella break up is dominated by inertia.

Figure 2 shows the obtained splash threshold value of the Weber number, WeS , as a function of Rz/RSm.
The splashing threshold of the rough, non-porous targets can be described by a single line. Contrary to this the
splashing threshold of porous targets is found to be equal or higher for all investigated targets compared to the
rough targets. Influencing factors in the suppression of splash on porous targets are liquid penetration due to high
porosity and pore size on the one hand and different roughness characteristics of porous targets compared to rough
targets on the other hand.
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